Introduction and welcome

Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN System Network</th>
<th>Donor Network</th>
<th>SUN Movement Secretariat (SMS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Nancy WALTERS</td>
<td>- Maren LIEBERUM</td>
<td>- Christine CAMPEAU (CC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tania GOOSSENS</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Matthew COUSINS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Holly D. SEDUTTO</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Delphine BABIN-PELLIARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lina MAHY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Marzella WÜSTEFELD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO Network</td>
<td>Business Network</td>
<td>Observer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Marie RUMSBY</td>
<td>- Jonathan TENCH</td>
<td>Ann Louise LIE (PhD student)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Chair (CC) welcomed all and reviewed the agenda.

1. **General Feedback from the 2015 SUN Movement Global Gathering**

The fourth 2015 SUN Movement Global Gathering (SUNGG15) took place from 20-22 October in Milan under the auspices of EXPO Milano, themed “Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life”.

The objectives of the 2015 Global Gathering were:

1. Take stock of what have we achieved together
2. Share the wealth of experience, knowledge and resources of each SUN country and network
3. Sharpen our shared vision for the future and the steps required to get there

The SUNGG15 also provided a space for SUN Countries, SUN Networks and members of the SUN Movement Lead Group to come together and provide guidance to the SUN Movement Executive Committee in their efforts to finalise the Roadmap of the SUN Movement Strategy 2016-2020. Building on the established strengths of the Movement and the ambition generated by Agenda 2030, the renewed Strategy for 2016-2020 summons a collective step change in the ambition needed to turn progress made into lasting results.

The SUN Movement Secretariat (SMS) expressed gratitude to all Networks for their significant contributions to the SUNGG15, which was the largest so far: more than 500 participants, 18 parallel workshops, 5 Strategic Series discussions, 5 plenaries, 2 Workshop Reflections, 1 round table discussion, all taking place over 3 days in 6 languages.

**General feedback:**

- The high quality of discussions and sharing during the plenary and workshop sessions was appreciated but more time would have been welcomed.
- The large number of active participants from SUN Countries was reflective of the increased maturity of the Movement.
- While some felt that the Strategy Series was useful, others could have benefitted from more clarity of purpose.
- The Networks were happy with how they were involved in the planning of SUNGG15 and with the time given for each Network to discuss their contribution to the SUN Movement Strategy 2016-2020.

- A suggestion was made to invite high-level guests to the SUN Global Gatherings, as done in the first GGs, in an effort to maintain the momentum of the SUN Movement and keep nutrition high on the political agenda.

- The success of this year’s marketplace was noted, and a suggestion was made to dedicate more time for annotated visits of country and network booths.

- One Network felt that the interactive knowledge-sharing exchanges that took place through the more ‘intimate’ round table-type sessions was hindered due the lecture-style panels and numerous panelists in the parallel workshops.

- It was suggested to have the Networks in their respective sessions reflect first internally about any strategic planning related matters (in this case their contributions to 2.0 though it may relate to other matters in the future) in order for them to participate in cross-network strategic planning sessions, such as the last strategy series on 22 October.

Ideas for improvement:

- More time is needed to discuss the implementation of legal frameworks for nutrition, including human rights frameworks, in SUN Countries.

- More dialogue and collaboration across the different SUN Networks is encouraged.

- The workshop sessions should offer more time for discussion and have in some less panel presenters.

2. Overview of the outcomes from the Network Meetings, 20 October

**UN Network:** Very useful session with over a hundred UN colleagues (including from UNICEF, FAO, WHO, IFAD, WFP, IAEA, REACH, UNSCN, GNC among others) from 48 countries and headquarter offices from all UN agencies involved in SUN. The complementary strengths of the different UN agencies were discussed, as well as ways in which the UN Network for SUN can best can contribute to the SUN Movement. A UN inventory of nutrition interventions across the UN agencies has been developed and is proving to be a useful tool for countries as demonstrated by the Burkina Faso experience showcased at the session. The inventory can also inform the development of the UN Nutrition Strategy/Agenda, as presented during the session by nutrition colleagues in Mozambique. A UN Network dashboard has also been developed – and recently piloted in Ghana - which will serve to measure the performance of the UN Network for SUN in countries and foster accountability. The UN Network session also provided an opportunity to share highlights from the Joint Evaluation for the REACH Initiative (2011-2015). Some identified challenges were the UN Network for SUN’s relationship with the CFS and the need for better communication between the UN Network for SUN, the Global Nutrition Cluster and REACH.

**Business Network:** The session was very fruitful in discussing how the SUN Business Network can best can support the renewed SUN Strategy. The business representatives participating in SUNGG15 expressed interest in working more closely with the research community to build the knowledge base for high impact nutrition interventions. They also emphasized their capacity to support the SUN Movement with consumer behavior research and interventions. Technical support for food fortification was expressed as another need by SUN Countries and the
importance of identifying national champions to galvanize support from business in SUN Countries was brought up.

Civil Society Network: It was a meeting of rich discussions and a lot of energy with more than 70 participants. The aim of the session was to celebrate the achievements of the Civil Society Network and discuss the key recommendations for their contribution to the next phase of SUN Movement. Members of the civil society alliances went through the suggested indicative targets of the renewed SUN Movement Strategy and discussed the needs of the different alliances in terms of capacities and funding. One of the main messages that came out of the discussions is that it is important to have all stakeholder groups involved and focus on achieving results while emphasizing the need for nutrition justice to tackle all forms of malnutrition. Furthermore, the need for local level champions and collaboration with academia was emphasized.

Donor Network: About 60 participants from global and countries participated in the two meeting - the Senior Donor Official meeting and the SUN Donor Network meeting. Key issues discussed at the Senior Donor Official meeting with very useful and forward looking discussions in both. The Senior officials meeting reviewed the role of the SUN Donor Network in SUN 2.0, while the Network meeting following on from this discussed more the operationalisation of this including the work required towards the Nutrition for Growth Summit in Rio in 2016. Key priorities raised included: i) the need to raise funds from new and innovative sources; ii) the need for stronger inclusion of countries with little donor funding and largest needs; and iii) the need to stronger donor leadership in terms of transparency and accountability. For the later the Network decided that the agreed resource tracking methodology will continue to be used but that some country-specific adjustments might have to be made. Other topics for focus are filling data gaps for nutrition and more effective provision of Technical Assistance. The Network will have a follow-up meeting in December to continue developing their strategy and work plan to further refine their contribution to the renewed Strategy for 2016-2020 and feed into the Roadmap.

For additional details, including the Summary Report, please refer to the SUNGG webpage: http://scalingupnutrition.org/about/annual-global-gathering/global-gathering-2015.

3. Next steps to provide guidance to the SUN Movement Executive Committee in their efforts to finalise the Roadmap of the SUN Movement Strategy 2016-2020

The SUN Movement Executive Committee had two face-to-face meetings during the SUNGG15 to discuss the roles detailed in the TORs, the recruitment process for the new SUN Movement Coordinator, and their important role in finalising the Roadmap of the SUN Movement Strategy 2016-2020. The aim is to finalise the Roadmap of the SUN Movement Strategy by March 2016 for approval by the Lead Group in April 2016. Once a process has been agreed by the SUN Movement Executive Committee, the SMS will work with the Networks to further explore the contributions that each Network can offer in achieving our shared objectives.

The vacancy announcement for the recruitment of the SUN Coordinator has been advertised widely with a deadline for applications of 16 November 2015. The SUN Coordinator will be appointed by the UN Secretary General.

4. AOB
   - Next meeting of Network Facilitators is scheduled for 19 November 15:00 CET.
   - The SUN Business Network is organizing an Asia Workshop in Jakarta 3-4 December 2015.
   - A face-to-face meeting of the Network Facilitators will be organized in December 2015.